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You can pick the horses pretty good, but you can't make any money at the track? You've got money

to wager, but you have trouble with predicting race outcomes? You enjoy the challenge and sport of

harness horse racing, and you'd like to enhance that enjoyment with some real profit? This is the

book for you! SCORE BIG AT THE HARNESS TRACK is the first book to instruct you in the two

equally essential skills of both handicapping and wagering. Either one is worthless without the other!

Both beginners and experienced bettors will find a wealth of new approaches here. This book is

divided into two sections, one for each skill. You'll find that this is not a listing of "systems" and

"shortcuts" that have been so often presented by others. You may well have already found that such

"generic" approaches tend to produce negative results. Instead, this is a textbook intended to

instruct you how to build a profitable system of your own, individually tailored to the specific track or

tracks you like to play. (Each one is different, and requires a unique approach.) The tools that you

will develop will be your keys to success. This is not a book for the lazy. Implementing the elements

of a winning system will require some effort on your part. Let the lazy bettors feed the pools. Use the

power of your own intelligence to "withdraw" a significant number of those dollars for your own bank

account. You can do it!
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I really appreciate all of the tips from this publication and the knowledge which Bad Bill has

experienced over the years with harness racing. I have been an avid harness horse owner over the

last 25 years and the statistics in wagering are complex to say the least. I feel that Bill has explained

in great detail an easy way for a beginner and even an for the experienced betters to understand



how to place a bet at the race track. I recramendthis publication for anyone interested in making a

good decision on a bet and hope you put a little coin in your pocket at the same time.

If your new to the sport then you will get something out of this, but it is no different than any other

basics book, and very basic at that. The author claims you have to study and come up with a

system in order to win compared to others that don't spend any time and feed the pools with money,

but never goes into anything other than saying stuff like - Does jockey win percentage matter? It

might, it depends on the track, keep records and find out ..... this is the type of advise you get from

this book, and in my opinion, very vague and no real help.

As always..."Bad Bill" never disappoints!!! I have read other books by this author, and I have read

other books on harness racing, and this one is the best by far!!! His reasoning and logic behind his

lessons is amazing and makes a lot of sense! LOVE this book! I recommend this book for anyone

from beginners to experienced "betters" like myself! High Five Bill!

I have a large collection of books on harness racing. After reading McBrideâ€™s new book I feel like

throwing all of the others away! His writing is very â€œreader friendlyâ€•, his lessons well-presented,

and his logic rock-solid. I wish Iâ€™d had this knowledge years ago. This is a book that is great for

both beginners and experienced bettors. Thanks, Bad Bill

This is the book Iâ€™ve been waiting for! Itâ€™s the first time anyone has addressed BOTH

elements of the game, handicapping AND wagering! I would say that this book should be the last on

this topic that should ever need be written. Well done, McBride!

If you only have one book to to buy make sure it is this one. Bill explanation is spot on that you can't

use a mechanical system to work for every type of race. His approach is to take each track and look

for patterns specific for that track. He does list different criteria that could be used to look for a

winning approach.

I really do have to say, not being a big better on horses, that this book is awesome! It teaches you,

from the get go, how to pick and choose the horse, and the explanation is really and truly for

everyone. So informative and easy to understand! Which is half the battle, while trying to pick a

horse, from the field of many! Thank you, Mr. McBride for the book of choice, to take to the track!
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